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Dresden. See also the German text in Stefan Hrad'l (ed.),
verhandlungen des 28. Kongresses der Deutschen Gesellschaft
fur Soziologie in Dresden (1997).
1. Introduction
In recent years, the most striking and politically spectacular
aggressive acts against minorities cornmitted in Germany have
been directed against ethnic rninonties and political
asylum-seekers, In this article. I will attempt a
social-psychological analysis of this particular kind of aggression
by combining insights from attachment research with
authoritarianism research.
Aggression against minorities can be analyzed on a number of
different levels:
-- the level of society: this level involves aggression that is firmly
embedded in the political culture. Such aggression can also find
official sanction in laws, administrative regulations, and
directives for how state employees are to act. The most obvious
and extreme example of this in Germany is the array of
discriminatory regulations and legislation used to confine,
ostracize, and destroy the Jewish population during the National
Socialist period.
ITranslation: Carol Scherer
- the level of formal organizations: such analyses exam'
• • C • I IDe
organizations - proressiona associations, political panies a d
(he like -- whose programs assign a significant role ~o ..
anti-Semitic ideologies or those hostile to foreigners, and call
explicitly for aggressive action against specific groups.
~ ~he. level. of groups: at (his level one. can, for example,
mvestigate a range of group processes leading to violent a
. f . . . cts
against oreigners. Specific group cultures with xenophob'
I 'I denci IC,lOStI e ten encies constitute another area for this kind f'
I . 0ana ySIS.
~ [I~e. level ~f. individual persons: such analyses focus on the
Individual willingness to C0010lit aggressive acts against ethnic
minorities. These actions can find expression in verbal forolo r
violent action. they can be aimed directly against the despised
~rollps . or ha~nl . them by in?irect means, The most frequent
fonll. of such indirect aggression are the everyday discussions in
the family, the work-place, or neighborhood bar, where Africans
Vietnamese, or "asylum seekers" are used to explain any numbe;
of social ills - criminality, applying for political asylum under
false pretexts, "sucking dI)T" or exploiting tile social welfare
system (on the concept of indirect aggression see Bj6rkquist & .
Niemela 1992). -.-
It is this last level - the level of individual actions and potential
actions -- that stands at the center of this article. I plan to'
explore the social and psychological conditions behind .an
individual's Willingness to harm -- directly or indirectly - ethnic
minorities in German society.
In Germany, the issue of individual susceptibility to aggression
against minorines has taken on new significance in the lively and
often bitter controversy .surrounding the work of Daniel
Goldhagen <J9%). Particularly compelling is the question
whether anti-Semitic tendencies in nineteenth- arid
rwentieth-cenrury Germany were particularly aggressive and ';:'.'
annihilatory, thus forging a critical foundation, anchored in'.
potential individual action. for the persecution and murder of.
the European jews.
Both today and in the past, German fascism has repeatedly' ·'-.:~L
prompted questions about the structural and individual
conditions of prejudice. as well as the readiness to use violence.' ..
One famous example of a study that was shaped by the ',-
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confrontation with National Socialism and anti-Semitism in
Germany is the investigation into the "authoritarian personality."
conducted during the 1940s in the United States
(Adorno/Frenkel-Brunswik/Levinson/Sanford 1950), The
research team of social scientists was explicitly concerned with
the level of individual prejudice and action, They explored the
social and psychological foundations of ethnocentric tendencies.
including anti-Semitism. Their primary interest was in
potentially fascist individuals, people who would not .explicitly
designate themselves as such and who were not already
organized in fascist groups, but who nonetheless were
susceptible to fascist propaganda.
The studies in The Authoritarian Personality constitute the first
major empirical investigation on aggression against minorities as
it relates to inner-familial socialization and attachment
experiences. In what follows I will introduce the socialization
and relationship theories developed in the AP investigations, and
address the widespread criticism of these theories. In the third
part of the article, I attempt to draw sonle conclusions from the
critical reception of the AP studies by turning to a discussion of
recent empirical studies on how aggression against minorities
relates to attachment experiences, particularly how individuals
deal with such experiences subiectively. My concluding
comments explore the development of a more complex model
for political socialization.
2. How attachment and socialization experiences relate to
aggression -- the approach in The Authoritarian Personality
Central features of the 1940s "authoritarian personality" studies
are the ethnocentrism concept and authoritarianism concept.
The concept of ethnocentrism, first developed by the American
sociologist Sumner in 1906, involves a coupling of cognitive and
affective attitudes. Here the ingroup, such as one's own nation
or religion, is grossly overvalued, while outgroups - - ethnic,
religious, or other minorities- are disparaged and despised.2
2 See in particular chapter IV C'The study of ethnocentric ideology") in The
Authoritarian Personality written by Levinson. It is interesting to note that .. like
other important chapters in the original, almost one thousand -page long
Authoritarian Personality, this chapter was not included in the German
translation from 1973 (see Adorno 1973). Unforrunately the same holds for the
chapters (IX to XIII) written by Else Frenkel-Brunswik.. the results of which are
particularly important for authoritarianism research (see belaw),
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3 Interesting in this context are also the results of the TAT-Tests conducted with
the subjects (on this point see chapter XIV of the AP, written by Betty ~on).
These tests reveal strong aggression toward parent figures, not expressed U1 the
standardized interview (see Adorno et aI. lsX19, 348).
I would like to discuss this point in greater detail elsewhere in
the article. First however I want to introduce and discuss the
widespread criticism of basic assumptions in socia1iza~ion .tl~e.ory
from TheAuthoritarian Personalit.,v. At the core of this cnucism
stand doubts as to their empirical substance. The Canadian
scholar Bob Altemeyer has expressed this concern with
particular clarity (see Altemeyer 1988). In Germany. the
At the same time, the idealization concept is too narrow. It
presents a rather undifferentiated picture of how individuals deal
with negative emotions towards their own parents. In the .l\~,
the only distinction is between idealization and .reahstlc
representation. Other variants are neglected. Later studies have
found, for example, an angry entanglement between parents and
children and the deflection of criticism 'I where individuals admit
to negative experiences but declare them to be emotionally
irrelevant.
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structure of the authoritarian personality. She also offered more
detailed analyses of the idealization tendencies of authoritarian
individuals. Not only do they suppress criticism and aggression
because they are afraid that their parents will read harshly. they
are often not conscious of any reasons for such criticism. They
instead portray their parents in positive terms or. even praise
them effusively (see Adorno et a1. 1969. 340 ff.). Contrary
episodes, criticism, and hints of difficult exp~rience ~ith t~leir
parents seem to creep into the interviews ~galOst the Intent~~ns
of the subjects, and undermine what is, at first glance, a posiuve
image of their family life·3
With its accentuation of the level of cogrutive and affective
representations, the idealization concept is h~ghly relevant t.o the
problem at hand. It is importan~ to reahze ~h~t not Simply
difficult personal experiences give nse to aggressrvity to~ard the
-, weaker, but rather the ways in which individuals deal With such
..... problems. Does the individual acknowledge them. as such. does
" he or she confront them critically, admit to feehngs of hatred
toward the parents? Or does one conceal all negative emotions
beneath a glorified shroud cast over the childhood?
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Such etl~nocentrisnl is. seen from the AP approach, especiall
marked 10 people who fit the "authoritarian" type. TIley stooy
to tho~e .above the~l, venerate authorities in the ingrouP(a~th~~tana.n subordination), trample upon the weaker an~
r:tllnont~es,. Indeed f~el .themselves morally entitled to do so
(auth~ntanan aggression), and adhere to accepted conventional
behavior and external appearances (on this point and other
features of the authoritarian syndrome, see in panicular the
chapter on the F scale in Adorno et al. 1969, 222 ff.).
According to the theoretical approach in The Authorttarian
Personality, ethnocentrism and authoritarianism rake hold in
individuals where:
In their interpretation of ethnocentric and authoritarian
tendencies in individuals. the AP research team took' 'up
theoretical traditions from the Frankfurt School of Social
Research. TIle inve.stiga.tions in T~e Authoritarian Personality
echo a key ass~n~ptlon In tl~e ~t~ldle~ on ~~~lthOri~lJ and Fatnily
froIII 1936: decisive for an individual s ability to resist pressure
from authorities is how authority is exercised within the family
and the charaaer of inner-farnihal relationships. Like Erich
Fromm in his psychoanalytic explanations of the
sadomasochistic character, moreover, they saw a close -
relationship between an individual's compliance to authorirtes
and his or her aggressivity towards minorities,
-- on the one hand, a restrictive and punitive upbringing impedes '.
the development of a strong ego and stabile internalized moral
standards, and
- on the other hand, anger and criticism of the parents cannot,.. ',~:'" .'.~.' .';.:
be expressed. The suppressed aggression toward the parents _.~... "",;.:.:. ;:~
and later other authorities - is displaced onto weaker::.U~.:··.·~ :'~~
individuals or groups. ' ..:.>:'~,~~' .. ";.
Of the AP researchers, the Austrian-born psychologist Else .. "
Frenkel-Brunswik undertook tile most intensive work into how. ';'~
parental styles of child-raising influence the social relationships_i"~
between parents and children. Unfortunately these chapters of;.).i.:·::·;.~·\-:·: E;~',·
the original Authoritarian Personality were not translated and...i:;·:;(.~:.Y t,
are little known in Germany (see note 2). Here Frenkel-.· <~:'.:/'-'~';':' ~g
Brunswik evaluated qualitative interviews with both parucularly"...·i_y,~;':·: .. ::$.
anti-Senlitic, ethnocentric individuals and particularlyv'.:·:·::~.C· }.:
non-prejudiced individuals, providing critical insights into the:}':,:~';/; ii
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37 percent), or "when I had problems, my parents we~e always
there for me" (35 percent; average 3S percent). The
nationalistic-authoritarian girls and young women in the survey
presented a more favorable picture of their parents than did
their male counterparts.
In another, comparative study of young people in East and West
Germany, Klein-Allermann et a1. (1995) present similar results. It
is important to note that their questions about inner-familial
relationships primarily address the present in statements such as
"we feel safe in our family," or "we often squabble at home."
Again we find a pattern in which unfavorable family experiences
seem to figure as background to the willingness of young people
to use violence, but play little role in tendencies to nationalistic-
authoritarian and ethnocentric views.
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On the surface, there do seem to be weighty arguments against
key assumptions in socialization theory used in the AP studies.
But we still need to ask if the empirically-based criticism of
Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswik, et al. is convincing. Here I would
like to summarize some concerns about its limitations.
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1. When one looks at the work underpinning the criticism of the
AP, neither the earlier studies (Altemeyer, Oesterreic~, including
the investigations summarized by Kirscht/Dillehay), nor the
more recent studies mentioned above, involve longitudinal
investigations beginning with data collection in childhood. In
other words, these studies do not have information about early
inner-familial experiences. Such experiences, if they are
considered at all, are based on the retrospective memories of the
study participants,
2. The retrospective appraisals" of family relationships and the
parental style of child-raising are collected solely with the help
of standardized instruments. Qualitative interviews are not used.
There is thus no room for the more complex interpretations of
an individual's attachment and socialization experiences. Nor
do we find the possibility to probe discrepancies between
overall positive assessments of parents and concrete episodes
and narratives. This shortcoming is particularly problematic
because without the analysis of discrepancies and incoherences
in the interview, one is not in the position to check whether 0 r
not the subjects tend to idealize their childhood and parents.
psychologisr Derl~f Oesr.erreich. i~ perhaps the leading critic of
the. A: assumptions III sociahzanon theory. Oesterreich
Bnla ln~al~k: that the rheoreucal assumptions of Adorno, Frenkel_r~dnswI I et ~I. have nor been confirmed empirically. As
evi ence le cites American and Canadian studies -- s h. "
!\..It '("1988)" I uc .as
" emeyer s . - a ong with his own work (see Oesterreich
1993, 38~39). HIS own study (see Oesterreich 1974), accordin
Oesterreich. not only belies "a positive relationship betw g toId d . . eena
co an censonous attitude of parents to the child and .
aurh~ritariani~m a~ adult," it suggests in faa a tendency to tt~
negattve. relauonshtp (s~e Oesrerreich 1993, 38). In other words
Oesterreich concludes from his data that a cold and censor- '
bri l' IOUSup nnglng stye In parents can, in faa, promote th .
development of non-authorirarian tendencies in their children. e
TIle id~a t?at the assu~lptions in socialization theory from The.
Authoritarian Personality are not tenable was also adapted by
some researchers from tile former German DenlOCratic RepubhTl"d I IC.lI~ .. e~ stre??t lens their disinclination to confront GDR
socrallzanon c~ttcally -- sociahzauon borh in the family and the
state-run establishments for child-care. Walter Friedrich (1993)
for exa~ple, emphaucally rejects the attempt to explain hostilitY
to foreigners In the new (eastern) federal states against the
background of GDR socializarion and authoritarian Structures
!.ndeed,. F~edrich dou~ts "that one can ap~ly the. concept of th~
aurhornanan personaltty to former sociahst socreues at all.
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More recent studies on young people from both the western and
east~~ federal states appear to lend support to the
empirically-based doubts about the basic theoretical
assunlptio~s in The ...Authoritarian Personality. A 1993.
representatIve survey of young men and women conducted in
North Rhine-Westphalia, for example, turned up interesting
results. In standardized interviews, the ethnocenrnc and"
violence-prone adolescents reponed on conflicts and lack
harmony in their families; this was not the case among the young
people who were "only' authoritarian and erhnocenrnc
Utzrnann- Krornbholz 1994). The young Olen and women who
did 1lQI support violence, but were nonetheless nationalistic and
authoritarian, described few problems or conflicts in their
chiIclho~d and with their parents (see lTtzmann-Krombholz 1994,
111-112). This group agreed to the following statements
roughly the same numbers as the average of the other
respondents: ·~I had a happy childhood" (30 percent; average
perceru), "my parents always supported me' (38 percent; average
138
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3. In other words, the scholars who have criticized the approach
~ronl The J.~l~thoritarian Personality on empirical grounds are not
In the posiuon to check a pivotal thesis of this approach _
namely the idealization concept.
Because these scholars could not check the idealization thesis
they face di~ficult problems .in interpreting and judging th~
results o~ their research. To cite an example from Oesterreich's
standardized questionnaire on socialization at home (see
Oest~rreich 1974, 226 ff.), who will say yes to the following
question: ~'Were you sometimes hit and didn't see why?" . It
could very well be that a more liberal person with a critical
stance on his or her upbringing will answer yes; an authoritarian
in?ividual, who permits nothing negative in his or her parents,
\\'111 answer no. Mouo here. we deserved all the punishment we
got.
\Vithout additional informarion. what does a simple yes or no
answer Olean in this context? Taken at face value, norhing. We
cannot draw conclusions about idealization tendencies or actual
early upbringing. TIle same holds for related questions and
~ns,,'ers about relationship and socialization experiences in the
family, including those cited above. In concrete terms, what
does it mean when a respondent checks off tile statement on a .
standardized questionnaire that she could always turn to her" ~~."
parents when she had problems? Perhaps she has given a -.-
realistic summary of tile child-parent relationship. But the same
statement could also paint an embellished picture of her parents'
willingness to bestow attention and care. Without additional
information, how can we decide which interpretation is more
apt?
In light of the methodological limitations on interpreting the .."
responses in standardized studies about how attachment and :~
socialization experiences are related to ethnocentnsm, it seems.
wrong to maintain that the assumptions in socialization theorY'·· ".~:';
from The Authoritarian Personality have been refuted. One can .:. :7:'A
disprove only those theses that are tested with appropriate and; ·~:·r\3;
sound methods. ;~":}:-.~: :.;
:~~ia~~ati~~ ~~~~. ~~ ~~ti~:y ~~ IU~~~~ndCrit~ci~~gge~~ ~i;,il\(!;~;:!
opposite conclusion that the study's findings about~2:t:':::~::
socialization have been confirmed. I would confine myself tp·)~~~;~.<~~£;:
the comrnent that they have not been refuted, because th~·"Jr@~:~i:~,.:I;·
140"~lf;~
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methods used thus far have not given appropriate consideration
to central assumptions in The Authoritarian Personality and
therefore could not test them in a methodologically responsible
manner.
3. Representation of childhood attachment and aggression
against minorities
The preceding critique of standardized procedures to study
retrospective recollections of childhood points to two
methodological correctives. First, the most appropriate way to
check the socialization theory theses in The Authoritarian
Persona/it)' is through longitudinal studies. Second, in the
absence of long-term data, one needs, at the very least, to discuss
such theses on the basis of qualitative interviews. Both points
tackle the issue of understanding idealization tendencies, 0 r
other ways of deflecting difficult childhood experiences. Such
tendencies can be described - if at all -- only on the basis of
relatively open, qualitative interviews in which individuals are
able to articulate both general assessments and concrete
memories. In what follows, I would like to present some of the
possibilities and results that have emerged from a recent
qualitative examination of how young adults represent their
childhood, and how this might relate to aggression against
minorities.
In a series of qualitative investigations conducted over the last
few years in the German federal state of Lower Saxony (one of
the western states), our research team examined the
inner-familial conditions of right-wing extremist and
ethnocentric tendencies.4 Most of the young men and women
who participated in the studies were trainees or apprentices in
industry, artisanal crafts and professions, or administration and
sales. Some tended toward more extrerne right-wing attitudes
while others tended to more liberal views. In case-study
analyses, we examined not only theses of moral development in
ethnocentric and non-ethnocentric men and women, but also
theses about how such individuals deal with negative feelings
and aggression toward their parents. In this process, we also
took up the concept of parent idealization, but incorporated it
4
For more information on these studies see Hopf/Rieder:
Sanden-Marcus/Schmidt 1995; Wemich 19SX5; Rieker 19SX5; Proiektgruppe l~X);
and chapters 2 and 3 in Hopf/Hopf 1997.
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into a more complex typology for how adults deal with their
experiences of attachment and conflict.
This typology was developed by Mary Main et aI. in the field f
attachmenr research on the basis of "Adult Attach 0
Interviews." semi-structured interviews with adults about ~e~t
childh?od ,(~ee M~in/Goldwyn 1994. Main 1996). Based on t~:
:l?alysls of mtervle~. transcripts. the researchers developed a
t}pol~gy for desc....bing how close relationships. includin
experiences of conflict and reiecnon, are dealt with in the fami! g
y.
In the Main typology. three main categories emerge in adult
auachmenr representation: 1. dismissing. 2. secure-autonomous
and 3. preoccupied-entangled. '
1. All of the respondents described as dismissing tend to deta~h
(hems.elves in the way they think of and narrate their
experiences. Attachment-related experiences and emotions
remain ·:deactivated." ~1is ,state. i~ achieved .i~ different ways.
S<?me respondents combine idealizing, normalizrng deSCriptions .
of .t!1e parent relationship with an insistence on rudimentary'
ability to remember. Others deprecate their emotions and .
attachments wh~n. the. interv.iew to':lches on topics involVing
problems or difficulties with their parents. Feelings of
annoyance and anger are left largely non-articulated, or are
expressed in some cases as derogation. for example that it is not
wonhwhile wasting thoughts and feelings on such people.
2. Secure-autonomous respondents find it much easier to access
their own relationships and emotions. as well as their own-'
auachmenr history. They are able to speak openly and
obiectively about themselves. Even those who look back on a ..
history of insecure attachments are able to see and articulare-.";
them obiectively, even if they express anger. They seem to value>"
attachment as such and do not need to disparage relationships;.'.'
or emotions; nor do they remain caught in ongoing inner Of.' -
actual conflicts with their parents. -
3. A speaker's state of mind with respect to attachment is.. ~._­
classified as prem:cupied:entangled when a confused. angry, or >
passive preoccupation with attachment figures and expertencesr.;
dominates the interview. It is hard for this group to regard their \;"
own relationship problems objectively and matter-of-faaly. or to>, ...:
integr.lte such difficulties in a meaningful way into their/>
understanding of self. What prevails instead is a passive;,"
142
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preoccupation or an ang~ pre~ccupa~ion - in b'?th cases, it is
an entanglement in relationships with the main attachment
figures. They do not work through their anger; it is a constantly
reproduced pan of the relationship.
This typology is supplemented by ~ furth~r pattern whi~h
complements these three main categones and IS concerned With
how individuals work through difficult experiences of loss or
trauma.
In Main's typology, the "dismissing" pattern of adult .atta~hm~nt
is particularly interesting in comparison t~ t~e Ideallzatl?n
concept from the investigations in The AU!horttan.an Pers?naltty.
It illustrates that the deflection of aggression against one sown
parents can take place not on~y thr~ugh consistent idealizati~n,
but also via a variant of dealing WIth attachment and conflict
experiences in which the emotions are deflected.. In the
interview, difficult and painful experiences are descnbed, ~ut
downplayed in terms of their emotional relevance (Main:
"restncted in feeling"); this does not lead to open annoyanc~ or
anger with the parents. Because this "restricted ~n feehng"
variant of a dismissing adult attachment representation. tu~n~d
up frequently in our intelViews,. I would like to explain it In
more detail through the following example taken from our
survey of young women.
In the course of the Adult Attachment Interview, one of the
women C'Frauke") talked in vivid detail about her childhood
anxieties: the fear of being alone at night, and the fear of. her
mother hitting her. Frauke tells that the mother beat her WIth a
cooking-spoon when she romped too much in ~he apanment or
"got on mother's nelVes." In fear, she o~en tned ,~o run away
when her mother "came with the cooking-spoon, but to no
avail.
In other words, the memory of her fear of being hit ~ pres~nt,
but is pushed away, as the subsequent passages in the interview
show. When asked about how her past relationship to her
mother was, Frauke answered: "Was really a very good o~e. I
could (--) always got everything really. (--) Of course getting a
spanking is part of it, why woul~'t . i~ when you're a smart
aleck." The beatings were thus Justified ~cause they. w~re
deserved. The emotions of fear, documented in the description
of running away from the "cooking-spoon," can. be push~d
away. Why should one get upset over expenences WIth
143
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punishment when it was apparently justified? There is thus f
Frauke, no reason to be angry with her mother What do _' Or
is the image of a very good upbringing. The f~ar of be' mt~ates
-- described in lively detail somewhat earlier in the intefVll~eg a o~e
- d W -- IS?-ever mentione again. The overall representation and h
Judgment of the relationship to mother instead take ~ e
turn: "Well I really liked to be with my mother ( another
longer pause). Well she really always tried ah' to-bes~~ew at
Iik h ' , . 13.1f, well
e w ere my brother was there, everything always fair di id d
up and to be f . both 1 ' IVt e
. ' , air to . We 1 she didn't play favontes or ( )
dido ~ place one at a disadvantage or whatever. There rea"
wasn t any of that. ~-) It was always like that, always sharin y
both got the same thing. (--) Whether it was clothes to g,( ) f wear or
-- toys 0 some sort or (-) when we went somewhere. W II
there was always the same for both." e
The question, wha~ there is to have, what she "gets" and what
~he ",:,ants to get, IS a v~ry important theme elsewhere in the
mterviews conducted With Frauke - in the Adult AttachInt . . th· . nnent
. elVl:w, 1~ e interview ab?~t her ~urrent relationships, and
~n the. mterview about her political leanings, At this point in the r,
interview, when one, ~er the preceding recollections, might also ..
have exp:eted s~meth~ng about the emotional side of the '.
~oth~r-chtld re~at1onshtp - whether about the topic fear of the
coo~ng-spoon or about the topic fear of being alone - the
matenal aspects of the relationship are shoved to the foregr~und
There were things - '~c~othes," toys, and the like -- that one could _
get ~nd ~hat we~e divided up fairly by the mother. In reading
the mte~tew seetlo~s sketched here, one has the impression that .
by :h~gt~g the. topic t~ th~ dividing up of material goods in the '
famtl~, It IS easier to dismiss the emotional involvement. The
mat~nal reference here .strengthens the "restricted in feeling'"
(Main & ~oldwyn) vanant of a dismissing adult attachment
representanon.
Amon!? ,,?th th.e young men and the young women interviewed
for this Investigation, this "dismissing" variant of attachment
~epr~se~tation is found more frequently than consistent
idealization, Of the total of 52 interview subjects (28 men 24-
women), 31 were clas~ified as "dismissing." Of this g~up,
a~other 19 fit the emotIonally-deprecating variant of dismissing,
With no noteworthy difference between men and women.
We had, by the way, expected that men would tend more than
women to the "dismissing" pattern for dealing with attachment
144
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and conflict experiences, while women would tend more toward
entangled attachment representation. The investigation turned
up something else. We did not observe these trends among the
men and women in our study sample - how this might look
with other samples, remains an open question. Indeed, our
studies showed an even higher percentage of "dismissing"
attachment representation among the women than among the
men. In addition, the only "entangled" subjects turned out to be
men. We would caution, however, against drawing the
conclusion that the women in our study are less interested in
relationships than the men. Almost all the women we
interviewed aspire to lasting relationships and would like to
many and have children. The desire for a relationship, in other
words, can easily go hand-in-hand with a deflection of
attachment-related memories and emotions (on this point see
also Silzer 1994).
Of the "entangled" subjects, those who cannot detach their
thoughts and emotions from their attachment experiences, we
were particularly interested in the angry-entangled individuals.
While the subjeas who fit the "dismissing" category display little
annoyance or anger in relation to their parents or push aside
such feelings, the angry-entangled subjects seem almost
overwhelmed by their anger. One young man, for example, tells
in the interview how he threatened his father with a baseball bat
during a fit of rage and almost beat him up. He does not narrate
this with a certain amount of distance or self-criticism, but talks
himself into a renewed rage as he relates what happened.
Which concrete connections do we find between attachment
representation and aggression against minorities? One of the
most striking links is that very few subjects who fit the
secure-autonomous category are markedly ethnocentric (2 of
11). In contrast, we find far more ethnocentric individuals in the
dismissing category of attachment representation (18 of 31).5 It is
also striking that the angry-entangled men are also ethnocentric.
Indeed their ethnocentrism is expressed with particular violence.
In other words, there ~ connections. Such links correspond,
in part, to what one could expect from an expanded and
modified idealization thesis. The emotions of annoyance and
5
For this point and what follows, I draw on current data evaluation from the
survey of young women (Projektgruppe 1996) and on previous studies (Hopf et
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ange.r that. are defl~cted and suppre~sed in the immediate family
re~atl(~~shlp can find expression In other contexts - vis-a-vis
rrunonues, These are not however the only links. We also find.
the case of angry- or aggressive-entanglement. The individual
allows to conflicts and affects, but cannot work through them
~d resolve them i~ a satisfactory way. Here we are not dealing
With th.e suppression of aggression, but rather a very present
aggressive agitation, with its point of departure in the
parent-child relationship. Nor is this reaction confined to the
parent-child constellation. It makes itself felt, even intensifies in
other social interactions. '
What is important for the interpretation of potential ethnocentric
behavior is not simply the submission to parental authority and
the suppression of aggression, but something more general: how
an individual deals with parental authority and aggression. Are
we looking at an attempt to grapple with authorities in an
objective, autonomous way? Does the individual integrate and
work through aggressive impulses? Or do we find instead
~on:rati~n~l de~lings with authorities and aggression, expressed
In idealizing Images of the individual's own attachment
experiences, by pushing away such images, or in overwhelming,
entangled aggression?
What comes to the foreground, in other words, are the
individual's more or less rational dealings with his or her
aggression. Precisely how an individual handles such emotions
can help us understand the relationship between attachment
representation and potential ethnocentric attitudes and actions.
At the same time, we find other possible explanations which are
as I see it, not implausible. '
One could, as the point of departure for interpreting aggression
against minorities, look instead at whether the individual is
~illing to en~ge .i~ self-refleai~n and self-criticism. Perhaps it
IS not how an individual deals With personal aggression after all.
Among both the dismissing subjects and the entangled subjects,
who could not describe themselves or their attachments with
any distance, we find little evidence of self-reflection or self-
criticism. In both groups we can observe a tendency towards
what the investigations in The Authoritarian Personality called
"antt-intraception." With "anti-intraception" or anti-introspection
we mean the disinclination to think about one's self and one's
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self-reflection and the almost exclusive focus on practical action
and effectiveness (see Adorno et at. 1969, 234-35).
It could be that precisely those individuals who do not often
think about themselves and their emotions are less able to put
themselves in others' shoes or sympathize with their situation. It
thus becomes easier for them to tolerate aggression against
minorities, including violent acts, This is, for example, the case
with Frauke, whose relationship to her childhood and her
mother was presented above. In the interview conducted with
her about her political leanings there is very little sign that she is
sony for the victims of violent acts. On the other hand, she
shows great understanding for the perpetrators and their, in her
eyes, "economic motives." In this respect, one could talk of an
empathy for the perpetrator, but not sympathy for the weaker,
the victims of violent acts.
Probably the most appropriate approach is to utilize both
interpretative variants when trying to understand how
attachment is linked to aggression against minorities. The
different variations of an insecure attachment representation may
well be related both to irrational dealings with aggressivity, and
to the inability to empathize and understand another's point of
view. And both tendencies can be relevant prerequisites for the
development of hostility to foreigners. There is no clear answer
as to whether this is actually the case, or how precisely
aggressivity relates to underdeveloped empathy, solely on the
basis of our previous investigations and evaluations. It is
necessary to continue working on these issues, and to include
new groups of study participants - this also to check whether
the connections between attachment representation and
ethnocentrism we observed in the Hildesheim studies can also
be found in other sodal contexts.
4. Closing remarks
By way of conclusion I would like to add some more general
comments about the results of our investigations.
1. It seems clear that people have very different ways of dealing
with difficulties and pain rooted in social relationships, and that
these dealings also have political relevance. What appears at first
glance to be a non-political variant of dealing with attachment
and conflict experiences can, in fact, become politically
explosive when an individual is blocked from a rational
147
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individuals and how they themselves interpret them. This insight
was still self-evident in Talcott Parson's theories of society and
socialization, but was lost in later developments of system theory
and plays no role in other theorie~. ~he
psychologically-primitive premises behind much rational choice
research preclude any thought of examining the personal
biography to explain whether or not an individual is willing to
cooperate or show solidarity with others.
2. It is clear that analyzing an individual's attachment
experiences and how he or she works t~rough. th~~ cannot
completely explain existing aggression against ~lnOntles. But
nor can sociology ever offer complete explanauons. What ~e
can say perhaps is that each pattern of attachment representa~I?n
opens up paths for later development - to stron~er aggress~vlty
against minorities on the one hand, or to more liberal dealln~s
with minorities, freer from affects, on the other. There IS
however no automatic connection. Existing tendencies can be
redirected, whether in processes of explicit moral and politic~l
socialization at home, in school, or in the university, perhaps via
new contacts and relationships as adolescent, or through
socialization in the context of political partidpation. In addition,
dominant ideologies and the particular character of political
culture can strengthen or relativize aggression against minorities
at the individual level. Sometimes political cultures are so
destructive and xenophobic that explanations drawing o~
socialization and attachment theory pale in significance to the
predominant sodal influences. An example of this is ~~rman
society during the National Socialist period. Here hostility to
minorities belonged to the cultural givens within the frame,,:,ork
of official political socialization. In such conte~, questt.ons
about individual differences in attachment expenences might
appear inappropriate. But this does not den~ their gen~ral
significance for understanding the roots of Violence against
foreigners.
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confrontation with his or her own history, own feelings, and
own aggressivity. For this reason - among others - it is
important to understand how such different patterns of dealing
with attachment and conflict experiences take hold. Drawing on
the work of John Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth, attachment
research suggests some promising approaches to these issues.
Here one assumes that the various patterns of attachment
representation reflect the constellations of earlier inner-familial
relationships. As children interact with their parents, they
acquire ideas about their accessibility, approachability, readiness
to punish, etc. They develop "working models" for relations
with their parents - expectations of the relationship which
regulate how they behave with their parents (on this point cf.
among others Main et ale 1985). These expectations change if the
underlying relationships change, if new attachment figures enter
the picture, or if the parents dramatically alter how they behave
with their children - whether through illness, fundamental
changes in their own partnership, or ups and downs in the
family'S economic resources. Without such changes, the child's
expectations of relationships remain relatively stabile and go on
to influence the attachment representation as adult. A child who
reckons with rejection or punishment in the mother-child
relationship, and thus takes evasive or avoident action, will tend
as an adult to "dismissing" dealings with attachment and conflict
experiences.
To many sociologists, these theoretical assumptions may appear
a bit too adventurous. As current debates show, many of us see
"society" as primarily a society of adults who, in more o~ less
individualized contexts, enter into more or less rational"
purposeful social relations. In general, little notice is taken of
the fact that these same adults might face considerable
constraints on their latitude for action - not only pressing
economic or s~ial restrictions, but also early attachment
experiences and their cognitive and affective represen~ti?n.
Socialization research could offer a framework for examtnmg
hypotheses on the long-term effects of early attachment, but )r,t:;;\;:j:j~"':~B~~0}':
has moved to the fringes of the discipline and tends to be left
research in developmental psychology. I find this a
problematic shift, one which also hampers our uneterstanC:UDlg __,":"::';:~'''''''~'';' ,;",.
social integration and disintegration at a more general
Whoever wants to find out more about successful
unsuccessful integration processes, destructivity in
contexts and destructivity in relation to minorities,dispe~, to my mind, with the "attachment biographies"
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